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ABSTRACT
Background: The ear is an important component of the facial complex. Its size, shape and spatial location on the
face are important from an aesthetic point of view. The ear lobule morphometry gives information on age and sex
and plays a valuable role in forensic investigation. Ear lobule parameters are studied for the surgical treatment
of congenital or acquired deformities, reconstruction and in otomorphology for identification.
Aim: To study the morphometric measurements of ear lobules among student population.
Materials and Methods: Measurements were taken from 392 healthy medical students aged 17 – 20 years, from
JSS Medical college Mysore, using a standard vernier callipers. The parameters measured were ,lobule height
and lobule width of both ears.
Results: In our study we found that lobule width is more in males than females on both sides whereas no such
difference was seen in lobule height . Males have a wider lobule than females and the right lobule is wider than
the left in both and this difference is statistically significant
Discussion: Knowledge of normal ear dimensions is important in the diagnosis of congenital malformations and
acquired deformities, and in planning of treatment. The data presented in this study would help the clinician to
produce an anatomically correct ear during its reconstruction.
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INTRODUCTION
Human ear is the defining feature of the face
which gives an impression of its bearer’s age,
sex and ethnicity. Its size ,shape and spatial
location on the face are important from an
esthetic point of view [1].
Earlobe occupies an unique position among the
structures of the face and is a very important
region in esthetic composition of the ear [2].
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Earlobe is the soft fleshy lower part found at
the base of external ear. It is the only part of the
auricle not supported by cartilage. It is composed
of tough areola and adipose connective tissues
lacking the firmness and elasticity of the rest of
the pinna [3].
Earlobe is considered to be an important
attribute of beauty in many societies due to the
secular tradition of use of ornaments and jewel3784
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lery on this site. The practice of piercing the
earlobule dates from ancient times and depending on the culture may have occurred even as a
social obligation. The lobes were adorned with
large and heavy earrings, causing an increase
in the size of the hole and stretching of the lobe
[4]. An acquired deformity that develops with
aging may include elongation or ptosis of the
ear lobe. This condition has been attributed to
the loss of elastic fibres and gravitational forces
[5].
The height of the lobe covers approximately 25%
of the length of the ear and varies between 1.5
– 2 cm. Age alters the shape, width and length
of the lobe due to sagging tissue and this is at
odds ratio with other esthetic elements of the
ear, requiring correction [6].
Knowledge of normal earlobe dimensions may
be useful as a guideline for plastic surgeon
rectifying defects such as congenital malformations, syndromes and acquired defects. The
dimensions vary in different ethnic groups, which
necessitate them to base their observations on
the data specific to the ethnic group. Initiating
a step in this direction, the current study
attempts to furnish data for the student population from the Indian subcontinent.
The study is intended to describe the anatomical height and width of the earlobule among
medical students aged 17 – 20 years. With the
appropriate normative data it is hoped that better and objective reference materials would be
provided to the esthetic plastic surgeon engaged
in ear rejuvenation in the country. Cosmetic
surgery and facial rejuvenation have become
quite popular not only in the West, but also in
many developing countries including India. For
rectifying such abnormalities, a plastic surgeon
requires information about normal dimensions
of the ear lobe, but these auricular data vary in
different ethnic groups. So the morphometric
measurements given in the Western literature
are less likely to be of much use in the Indian
population. Thus knowledge concerning the
anatomy of the normal ear in the Indian population is important to the plastic surgeon working
here for planning treatment of ear deformities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was carried out on 384 students of
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age group 17 – 20 years of JSS medical college,
Mysore with no evidence of congenital ear
anomalies or previous ear surgeries. The
purpose of the study was explained to them and
informed consent was taken. Clearance of
institutional ethical committee was obtained
before starting the work.
Standardized measurements of the ear lobule
were taken according to landmark points defined
by De Carlo et al [7-10]. The parameters
measured were Total Lobule Height (LH) and
Total Lobule Width (LW). The LH was taken as
the distance from the inferior end of the lobule
to the base of tragal notch. The LW was taken
as the transverse or horizontal width of the
lobule at the midpoint of lobular height as shown
in Fig 1.
Fig. 1: Measurement of the ear lobule using vernier
callipers.

All the measurements were taken by a single
investigator using standard vernier callipers
capable of measuring to the nearest 0.1 mm.
For each volunteer the measurements were
carried out twice to ascertain accuracy.
The numerical data were analyzed using
EPI- INFO package version 3. 5. 3
RESULTS
The measurements and comparison of results
for the right and left ears are shown In Table 1.
All parameter values are more in right ears than
left ears and statistically significant. The lobular height and lobular width is more in right than
left ear and is statistically significant.
Table 1: Right and left ear measurements and comparison
of results. . Numbers represent the distances in
centimetres.
Parameter

Right

Left

p value

L H ( cm)

1.7

1.67

0.05

LW

1.6

1.55

0.01
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According to Table 2 all parameter values are
more in males than females. The mean LW is
more in males than females and is statistically
significant. No significant difference was found
in the mean LH of males and females.

between males and females.
Deopa et al reported mean Right LH of 1.67cm
and Left LH of 1.68 cm. the measurement found
in the study of Bozkir et al was 1.82 cm in Right
ear and 1.79 in Left ear. The Right LH in our study
Table 2: The mean values of R and L ears in relation to is 1.70cm and Left LH is 1.67cm. In our study
gender. . Numbers represent the distances in centimetre.
the mean LH is more in R ear than L ear and is
Side
Parameter
males
Females
p value
statistically significant. Brucker et al reported
LH
1.69
1.71
0.39
the LW to be 1.95cm in males and 1.97cm in
right
LW
1.69
1.55
0
females. The results of Bozkir et al showed
LH
1.69
1.68
0.2
Left
1.94cm in males and 1.85 cm in females wheras
LW
1.59
1.52
0.01
in a study by Deopa et al the measurements
In Table 3 we observed the mean LH in males
were 1.96 cm and 1.93 cm. In our study the mean
and females is 1.69 cm respectively which
LW in males is 1.64cm and in females 1.53 cm.
contradict other studies. The mean LW in males
Males have a statistically significant wider
is more than females which concur with other
lobule than females.
studies.
Table 3: The mean LH and LW in various studies. Numbers Our study showed the right LW as 1.62 cm and
represent the distances in centimetres.
left LW as 1.56cm which supported the study
LH
LW
done by Ferrario [16]. Hence in our study, a
Study
Population
Males
Females
Males
Females
statistically significant difference is found in the
Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left
mean width of right and left ear lobes and it is
Indian
Deopa D et al. 2013 [1]
1.67 1.69 1.66 1.68 1.96 1.96 1.92 1.95
higher in right ear.
subcontinent
Turkish
MG Bozkir et al. 2006 [2]
1.84 1.83 1.79 1.75 1.98 1.94 1.89 1.85
The present study shows existence of sexual
Caucaseans
Indian
dimorphism in the ear lobe dimensions on both
Present study
1.69 1.69 1.71 1.68 1.69 1.59 1.55 1.52
subcontinent
sides, significant differences were observed in
right and left sides respectively.
DISCUSSION
The earlobe occupies a unique position among
the structures of the face and is an important
region in aesthetic composition of the ear which
transmits information about age and gender of
an individual [11,12]. Any auricular defect in
the form of disproportionate size, abnormal
elongation of the auricular lobe, or a missing
part is corrected by surgery [13]. For rectifying
such abnormalities, a plastic surgeon requires
information about normal auricular dimensions,
the auricle’s bilateral position on the face, and
general conformation.
Sexual dimorphism is seen in the auricular
linear dimensions with higher values in males.
Brucker et al [5] observed an average LH to be
1.88cm and according to a study done by Bozkir
et al [2] LH was 1.8 cm in young men and 1.7 cm
in young women. Mc Kinney et al [15] obtained
data from 100 volunteers and found a mean LH
of 1.8 cm. In a study done by Deopa [1] the LH
was 1.69cm in males and 1.68 cm in females. In
our study the mean LH in males is1.69cm and in
females 1.69cm. No difference in LH was seen
Int J Anat Res 2017, 5(2.2):3784-87. ISSN 2321-4287

CONCLUSION
The data presented in this study have yielded
parameters for ear morphology that would prove
useful in correcting ear anomalies. There is still
need for future studies comparing populations
with different social and ethnic background to
interpret common knowledge about the size of
the ear. With the Knowledge about the normal
ear dimensions is important in the diagnosis of
congenital malformations and acquired deformities, as well as in the planning of treatment.
This study provides the mean values of different morphometric measurements of left and
right ear lobes in the student population of
India.
Conflicts of Interests: None
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